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Labor rules and regulations is a general term of documented rules and systems 
which can exert legal effect over the employment units and laborers. It is formulated 
by employment units on the basis of the decision-making power under the principles 
and spirit of national laws and regulations in order to regulate the employment units’ 
employment practices and laborers’ labor practices.Labor rules and regulations, labor 
contract and collective agreement are important labor norms for setting up rights and 
obligations between labor relation parties, and they are also effective methods for 
coordinating labor relations. In practice, employment unit’s labor rules and 
regulations is a kind of behavioral norms which exert such significant impact on rights 
and obligations between labor and management that it is a necessary system for 
employment units to organize social labor. On one hand, institution and perfection of 
labor rules and regulations is a basic duty for employment units and institutional 
guarantee to ensure that laborers can enjoy their rights and carry out their obligations. 
On the other hand, modern industrial labor is characterized as collective labor. For the 
purpose of organizing diverse laborers’ labor in coordination and ensuring the labor 
efficiency and quality of products and services, the application of labor rules and 
regulations is necessary to modern collective labor. Therefore, in modern society, 
labor rules and regulations in every employment unit is not only of great importance 
to this employment unit, but also exerts profound influence to the development of 
society. 
In China’s traditional planned economy period, national administrative system 
takes employment units as its parts, and labor relations became the extension of 
administrative relations. Labor rules and regulations used at that time were called 
Internal Working Rules; substantially it is some kind of administrative regulation on 
labor law. During this period, labor discipline, which is part of labor rules and 














in ensuring labor condition was weakened. It paid too much attention to labor 
obligation, while neglects the rights and interests of laborers. As a result, the labor 
right didn’t correspond with labor obligation as a whole. In the middle of and late 
1990s, for the purpose of improving the quality of national economy and facing the 
challenges of global economy development in new century, Chinese government put 
forward the policy to carry out reform of state-owned enterprises and develop the 
non-public sectors of the economy, which influenced labor relations in society deeply 
and profoundly. With the accomplishment of state-owned enterprises reform and 
development of the non-public sectors of the economy, society has accumulated 
profound economy basis. While we realized the enterprises’ interests and economic 
development, the problem of protecting laborers’ rights and interests become serious 
and outstanding. During the time of reform, a lot of employment units have acquired 
decision-making power in management and production, and possessed independent 
power on formulating and implementing labor rules and regulations. Nevertheless, 
many employment units abused labor rules and regulations to get illegal benefits for 
themselves, and trespassed laborers’ rights and interests widely. This situation directly 
contributed to the promulgation and implementation of Labor Contract Law in China. 
To meet the requirements of labor relation developments under the new situation, this 
law improved and perfected related provisions in several aspects such as main content, 
formulation and revision procedures on the basis of the original stipulations in Labor 
Law. 
The improvement and perfection on the existing labor legislation promoted the 
application of labor rules and regulations in labor and employment practice of 
employment units. In practice, labor rules and regulations is so indispensable in labor 
organization and management for employment units that if they formulate and 
implement it reasonably, it will help to organize labor process effectively, improve 
labor efficiency and protect harmony of labor relations. Otherwise, if employment 
units formulate and implement it reasonably, it will infringe or threaten laborers’ 














issue of labor rules and regulations in employment unit is of great value for us to 
investigate.  
Nevertheless, inconsistent with the importance of employment unit’s labor rules 
and regulations in practice, the research on this field lies in marginal position among 
the labor law theory in China for many reasons. With the transition of labor relations 
in China, labor rules and regulations have aroused lots of disputes in labor practice, 
and theoretical circle gradually began to pay attention to this issue. But till now, the 
research on labor rules and regulations is still weak, and many significant theoretical 
problems still need in-depth exploration. In order to better the situation, the author 
tries to apply fundamental principle of labor law to explore the main issues of 
employment unit’s labor rules and regulations from the perspective of protection of 
laborers’ benefits in this dissertation. Many analytical approaches, mainly include 
comparison analysis approach, type analysis approach and positive analysis approach, 
were employed to deepen the discussion.What is discussed involves the legal nature, 
fundamental categories, formation and revision procedure, legal effect and judicial 
application of labor rules and regulations. 
Besides the preface and conclusion, this dissertation is divided into five parts as 
follows: 
Chapter One mainly discusses the legal nature of labor rules and regulations and 
figures out its legal nature. The main theories on legal nature of labor rules and 
regulations involve Theory of Legal Norms, Theory of Contract, Theory of Collective 
Agreement and Theory of Dichotomy in Content. Firstly, the author tries to describe 
the fundamental viewpoints of these main theories, make clear the branching theories 
involved in above four main theories. On this basis, the author evaluates analyses 
these theories from the perspective of jurisprudential theory with the combination of 
labor legislation and judicial practice. The second part of this chapter discusses the 
legal nature of labor rules and regulation under the existing labor law in China. It 
analyses the legislation on labor rules and regulations under the positive law level, 














nature of contract. Furthermore, the author applies Theory of Contract to revise 
traditional Theory of Legal Norms, proves that indicates that the legal nature of labor 
rules and regulations under existing labor law is standardized labor contract.  
Following the analysis of legal nature on labor rules and regulations in Chapter 
One, Chapter Two focuses on sort research on labor rules and regulations to deepen 
our understanding on it from the perspective of category. Labor rules and regulations 
is a flexible concept in labor law theory, legal norms can’t cover its contents. It’s 
necessary to carry out sort research on labor rules and regulations with the 
combination of labor practices. In this chapter, the author firstly tries to criticize the 
existing classifications which were maintained by the circle of labor legislation and 
research, sets up the content and function of labor rules and regulations as 
classification basis. Under this classification basis, labor rules and regulations can be 
categorized into three types, which are Labor-condition Type, Discipline - rewards 
and punishment Type and Procedural Management Type. After defining these main 
types, the author investigates them respectively, reveals the main points of 
employment units’ labor management which were reflected by their labor rules and 
regulations and analyses the possible problems in some types of them. 
Chapter Three carries out the procedural study on formation and revision of labor 
rules and regulations. At first, this chapter makes clear the nature of formulation 
power and revision power on labor rules and regulations. The author firstly explores 
laborers participation system, which was the main manifestation of industrial 
democracy in practice, and reveals the forms and nature of this system. Furthermore, 
the author analyses the Unilateral Decision- making Power and Bilateral Decision- 
making Power in the formation and revision of labor rules and regulations, indicates 
that Bilateral Decision- making System is the highest level of labor participation in 
practice. The consultation on the basis of equality, which was stipulated in Labor 
Contract Law in China, is not Bilateral Decision- making System in nature. In order to 
avoid unnecessary confusion, the author especially distinguishes the collective 














reviews the debates on the Unilateral Decision- making Power and Bilateral 
Decision- making Power in the legislation process of Labor Contract Law in China, 
holds that despise the existing law defines the power of making labor rules and 
regulations as Unilateral Decision- making Power, it also exert considerable 
restrictions over it, this power can change into Bilateral Decision- making Power in 
the future. Using the experience of other developed countries for reference, the 
transition of Unilateral Decision- making Power to Bilateral Decision- making Power 
is a necessary routine for development of formulating procedure in labor legislation in 
China. Then this chapter focuses on the formulating procedure, after giving a brief 
account of the evolution of labor legislation in China, it analyses the formulating 
procedure of labor rules and regulations in detail. Afterwards, this chapter especially 
investigates the issue of unfavorably revision to labor rules and regulations, it 
discusses the contents which cover the necessity of revision, the standards of 
reasonable revision and the legal consequences of revision. At the final part, the 
author specially evaluates several provisions in the existing legislation and points out 
their defects and puts forward corresponding improvement recommendations. 
Chapter Four tries to make clear the legal effect of labor rules and regulations. In 
practice, rules regulating labor relations consist of labor standard, collective 
agreement, labor contract and labor rules and regulations, and the latter three are labor 
rules of autonomy, and the relations in legal effect among them will exert much 
influence to their application. In this chapter, the author discusses the legal effect of 
labor rules and regulations in three aspects, that is, the relations in legal effect 
between labor contract and labor rules and regulations, the relations in legal effect 
between collective contract and labor rules and regulations, employment units’ 
punitive power. First of all, the author explores the relations in legal effect between 
labor contract and labor rules and regulations, and analyses the diverse arguments on 
this topic in theoretical circle. The author advocates that the preference of labor 
contract over labor rules and regulations in legal effect should become general 














the author carries out the analysis of the relations in legal effect between collective 
contract and labor rules and regulations from the perspective of collective contract 
regulating labor rules and regulations. After investigating the legal effect of collective 
contract, the author indicates that the resemblance of functions, procedures and 
contents between collective contract and labor rules and regulations will likely cause 
legal effect confliction between them. Then, from the perspectives of the direct 
application of collective contract to labor rules and regulations and the work rule 
articles in collective contract, the author discusses the direct regulation of collective 
contract to labor rules and regulations. Afterwards, the author analyses the indirect 
regulation of collective contract on labor rules and regulations on the basis of 
reflection on traditional thoughts, and makes up the theoretical foundation on the 
indirect regulation of collective contract on labor rules and regulations. In practice, 
employment units’ punitive power is the highest embodiment of legal effect of labor 
rules and regulations. Finally, the author especially explores employment units’ 
punitive power, and proposes that labor rules and regulations is main rules regulating 
employment units’ punitive power. In this part, the author also makes clear the 
relations between laborer’s disciplinary responsibility and responsibility for breach of 
contract, indicates their coincidence under Labor Law and differentiation under Labor 
Contract Law. 
Chapter Five attempts to put labor rules and regulations under judicial 
background and examines the application of labor rules and regulations in judicial 
practice. According to the judicial interpretation issued by the Supreme People's Court, 
labor rules and regulations can not only act as regular code of conduct, but also 
judicial norm in judicial practice. At the first part of this chapter, the author analyses 
the status of labor rules and regulations in judicial practices from the perspective of 
source of law in justice, points out that it is some kind of special folk law, and labor 
rules and regulations legally formulated can be used as the basis of judicial judge in 
the trial of labor disputes. Secondly, the author discusses the fundamental theory of 














realization, and controversies in practice, and points out that it is legitimate for labor 
rules and regulations to be judicial norm. At the same time, the author pays attention 
to the interpretation of courts in the application of labor rules and regulations, and 
indicates that the explanation of courts makes up the restriction to the legal effect of 
labor rules and regulations and the courts should implement the interpretation rule of 
standard clause in a reasonable way. In the final part of this chapter, the author 
investigates the issue of judicial review on labor rules and regulations in judicial 
practice, including many specific problems such as the meaning of judicial review, 
general and specific scopes in judicial review, discretion of judge of judicial review.  
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